ABOVE GROUND POOLS

WHY CHOOSE
CROWN SPAS & POOLS?

O

riginally founded in 1989, Crown Spas & Pools is
one of Manitoba’s most experienced pool and spa
companies.

Crown Spas is a family owned and operated business,
run with family values. Our dedication and eagerness
to make our customers happy is noticeable as soon as
you walk into our amazing showroom.
As well as our unparalleled customer service and
extensive outdoor products, our friendly expert staff will
work with you to make your backyard dreams come
true.
Come by and visit Crown Spas & Pools for your pool,
spa and outdoor furniture aspirations—we’ll make your
buying experience unforgettable.

Thank you for considering us!
The staff at Crown Spas & Pools

where outdoor living begins

www.crownspas.com

204.783.8501

WHERE OUTDOOR LIVING BEGINS

CROWN SPAS & POOLS

SENTINEL

SYNERGY
MADE IN CANADA

MADE IN CANADA
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13’x 24’

A distinct feature of this pool is the all Aluminum
wall that prevents corrosion. Complete with a
54” Destination wall the Synergy is compatible with
virtually all pool chemical systems.

54”
WALL HEIGHT

EXCLUSIVE

WALL PATTERN

The Synergy above ground swimming pool by Aqua
Leader combines ultra-durability and modern lines
to provide a sleek and stylish pool design. This pool’s
resin 9” top rail and 7” wide vertical post are made
with the latest injection molding technology, providing
superior durability. The colour of the resin components
is solid all the way through, meaning they will never fade.

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

WALL PATTERN

OVAL INSTALL GUIDE

ROUND INSTALL GUIDE

OVAL INSTALL GUIDE

ROUND INSTALL GUIDE

The Aqua Leader Sentinel is a modern Above Ground
swimming pool that combines strength and durability
with a contemporary design. With precision-molded
connections, including the 9” radial resin top rail and
7” wide vertical post that fit together perfectly every
time, this pool provides long-term benefits you’re sure
to appreciate year after year.
The reliability and structure of the Sentinel’s design
eliminate the use of angular joints, which produces
ultra-strong rails, stunning continuous curve and a
54” Stella wall. This unmatched combination of
structural integrity and a clean, contemporary design
provides reliable fun for the whole family year after year.
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TRINITY
MADE IN CANADA

PHANTOM

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

BEADED MYSTERY
GOLD

MADE IN CANADA

54”
WALL HEIGHT

BEADED
BLUE SLATE
STREAMSTONE

EXCLUSIVE

ROUND
27’

24’

21’

18’

15’

12’

OVAL
19’x 33’
16’x 26’

13’x 20’

The top rails feature unique channels that work to
capture water making your rails less slippery when
entering and exiting the pool. The 54” Trinity wall is
the tallest we offer making it the perfect option for
families with kids from young to old and swimmers
from beginner to professional.

52”
WALL HEIGHT

EXCLUSIVE

WALL PATTERN

The Aqua Leader Trinity Above Ground swimming pool
was designed with three key ingredients in mind –
durability, low maintenance, and family fun! The radial
resin 6” top rails and resin 71/2” wide wall posts
were created using a state of the art injection moulding
process for superior strength and preservation over
time that also makes these pieces salt-water friendly.

| BUTTRESS FREE | SALT-FRIENDLY

WALL PATTERN

OVAL INSTALL GUIDE

ROUND INSTALL GUIDE

OVAL INSTALL GUIDE

ROUND INSTALL GUIDE

The Aqua Leader Phantom Above Ground is packed
with loads of incredible features including 71/2” resin
wall posts, 52” Slate wall, a Blue Slate Streamstone
liner, and 6” radial resin top rails that make the
perfect combination of durability and design.
With sizes from 27’ round – 12’ round, and oval sizes
from 19’ x 33’ - 13’ x 20’, you’ll be able to find the perfect
fit for your backyard and your family’s needs. Imagine
after a long day at the office, coming home to find your
family laughing and playing in your new pool, calling for
you to join them because they all know, once you hop in
the real fun begins!
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6. HAYWARD AUTOMATIC POOL CLEANERS

1.

ROLL-A-GUARD A-FRAME
LADDER

The Hayward families of
above ground pool
cleaners are

4.

This five-tread ladder
allows you to cover the
steps with a flat plastic
barrier preventing
entry into the pool
using the ladder.
LDR-7200

5.

3.

LOCKABLE
A-FRAME LADDER

2. AQUA TROL SALT CHLORINATOR

Automatic salt chlorinator for pools up to 18,000 gal.

3. DELTA UV OZONE

DROP-IN TIERED STEPS

A. FABRENE WINTER COVER

Made from lightweight woven polyethylene
fabrics that offer extremely high tensile
strength and tear resistance.

B. SOLAR BLANKET

Extend the swimming season with a solar
cover. ACC-TS3B0012

HAYWARD TURBO FLO II PUMP

Algaecide, Chlorine Shock & water conditioners.

This compact four
step entry/exit
system lets you
maximize your
swimming area.
STP-ACM123

feature our exclusive
SmartDrive® program
steering so it won’t miss
a spot.

Leaf skimmer, backwash hose (50’) + clamp,
combo hook9.s, thermometer, test strips, vacuum
head (triangle), vacuum ole and
wall brush. FILTER.

1. SANI MARC CHEMICALS
DROP-IN STEP

ground/on-groun pools –
automatically. These
attractive little critters
operate off the pool’s
existing filtration system
and

7. MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

Outside treads
swing-up and lock
upright for safety
and security.
Adjustable height for
pools 48” - 56” H.
LDR-400200

Engineered and designed for residential pool and spa
water, Delta UV® disinfection systems offer owners
a way to reduce chemicals by adding nothing but
light. UV light inactivates microbial contaminants and
viruses without adding additional chemicals. Delta UV
systems an environmentally friendly choice for water
treatment.

Add a touch of
elegance with this
four-step drop-in
system featuring
raised treads for
extra safety.
STP-MB00013

This three step ladder
features a bottom bar
and foot pads that
provide stability on the
pool floor. LDR-ACM41A

B

designed to clean the
bottom of all sizes and
shapes of above-

2.

DECK LADDER

A

HAYWARD POOL
HEATERS

4.HAYWARD CHLORINE FEEDER

The automatic chlorine feeder is large enough to
provide a 3 week supply of stabilized chlorine.

5. SAND FILTER OR CARTRIDGE

Designed to provide the best filtration through
fine silica sand or a single element cartridge.

8. ZEOBRITE FILTER MEDIA

6.HAYWARD AUTOMATIC POOL CLEANERS
The Hayward families of above ground pool cleaners are designed to
clean the bottom of all sizes and shapes of above-ground/on-ground
pools – automatically. These attractive little critters operate off the
pool’s existing filtration system and feature our exclusive SmartDrive®
program steering so it won’t miss a spot.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides Superior Water Clarity
Lowers Total Operating Cost
Cuts Backwashing up to 50%
Reduces Odor and Eye Burning
Environmentally Safe, All Natural
Replaces The Sand In Your Sand Filter
Keeps Your Pool Sparkling Clear, Naturally
Saves Water, Energy, Labor and Chemicals
Easy To Install, Works In All Sand Filters

SNAP LOCK DECK LADDER

This three step ladder
features a bottom bar
and foot pads that
provide stability on the
pool floor. LDR-SLDW

SURROUND FENCING

Pool surround fencing helps decrease the risk of
unauthorized use of your pool. ACC-EST5000400
*Check your local municipality fencing bylaws for approval.
Drop-in step also shown.

SOLAR COVER REELS

The Solar Cover Reel System is designed to
fit most above ground pools (13’4” – 28’ wide).
Our reel system will make using your solar
cover a breeze. Choose from 2 different styles.
ACC-550000WHBK

9.

The Turbo Flo II has been
designed to provide years of
worry free operation and has
been engineered as a uniquely
superior above ground swimming
pool pump.

IN-WALL SKIMMER

The in-wall skimmer will entrap
leaves and other floating debris
automatically from your pool when
the filter system is functioning.

Enjoy a warm and e
extended season of
comfortable swimming
and family fun in your h
heated pool.

UNLIMITED BACKYARD

WHY BUY AN
ABOVE GROUND

POOL?

Perhaps the most popular benefit
of Above Ground Pools are their
affordable price tags and the
lowered expenses that come with
them. Above Ground Pool prices
are generally lower than the prices
of other pool models currently on
the market due to their sizes and
smaller-scale installs. In addition,
Above Ground Pools have lower
operating costs as they typically
require less chemicals and less
equipment to keep them running
in tip-top shape.

It’s true when we say, “Buy an Above
Ground Pool today and you’ll be able to
swim in three weeks!” Due to the
seamless construction of these pools,
they are quick and easy to install.
Instead of digging a large hole in the
ground and spending extra dollars on
construction, Above Ground Pools are
an “out of ground pool” and can typically
be installed within a 1-3 day timeframe.
Components are all precision made to fit
together, making installation a breeze
while ensuring that your pool has the
support to remain durable and tough for
years to come.

DESIGN IDEAS

Gone are the days where pool owners are
stuck with having a winter-grey Above
Ground sitting stark in the middle of their
yards. Whether you’re looking for a pool
for a small space, or just prefer the “out of
ground” pool look, our Above Ground
Pools come in a wide range of sizes and
styles that will fit the look of any backyard.
We are always sharing new and creative
ways to landscape and build around your
Above Ground Pool. You will notice that
many modern Above

Ground Pool designs have been
inspired from nature. Enjoy Above
Ground Pools with soothing images
of tall grass blowing in the wind or
rocky textured looking patterns
that represent natural strength and
raw power.
Build a stunning wood structure
around your pool, or surround it
with plants and trees to create a
zen oasis. The possibilities are
endless!
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